
Meeting of:  Cabinet
Date: Tuesday 27th February 2018
Time: 6.15 pm.
Venue: Hollingworth (Room 108ABC), First Floor, 

Number One Riverside, Smith Street, 
Rochdale, OL16 1XU

This agenda gives notice of items to be considered in private as required by
Regulations 5 (4) and (5) of The Local Authorities (Executive Arrangements)
(Meetings and Access to Information) (England) Regulations 2012.

Item 
No.

AGENDA Page No

1.  APOLOGIES 

To receive any apologies for absence. 

2.  DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

Members are required to declare any disclosable pecuniary, personal 
or personal and prejudicial interests they may have and the nature of 
those interests relating to items on this agenda and/or indicate if S106 
of the Local Government Finance Act 1992 applies to them.    

3.  URGENT ITEMS OF BUSINESS 

To determine whether there are any additional items of business 
which, by reason of special circumstances, the Chair decides should 
be considered at the meeting as a matter of urgency. 

4.  ITEMS FOR EXCLUSION OF PUBLIC AND PRESS 

To determine any items on the agenda, if any, where the public are to 
be excluded from the meeting. 

5.  OBJECTIONS TO TRAFFIC REGULATION ORDER - 
MANCHESTER OLD ROAD, MIDDLETON 

3 - 10

To consider objections to a proposed Traffic Regulation Order at 
Manchester Old Road, Middleton. 

6.  ASHWORTH ROAD LANDSLIDE 11 - 22

To consider the allocation of funds from the insurance reserve towards 
repair works at Ashworth Road. 

Public Document Pack



7.  EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC 

To consider that the press and public be excluded from the remaining 
part of the meeting pursuant to Section 100(A) 4 of the Local 
Government Act 1972 on the grounds that discussions may involve the 
likely disclosure of exempt information as defined in the provisions of 
Part 1 of Schedule 12A to the Local Government Act 1972 and public 
interest would not be served in publishing the information.  

8.  TRANSFER OF MANAGEMENT OF HOLLINGWORTH LAKE TO 
L4L CULTURAL AND LEISURE TRUST 

23 - 30

To consider the Transfer of the management of Hollingworth Lake to 
Link4Life Cultural and Leisure Trust. 

Cabinet Members
Councillor Iftikhar Ahmed Councillor Daalat Ali
Councillor John Blundell Councillor Allen Brett
Councillor Neil Emmott Councillor Janet Emsley
Councillor Kieran Heakin Councillor Liam O'Rourke
Councillor Sara Rowbotham

For more information about this meeting, please contact 
Alison James/Michael Garraway

01706 924711 or 924716
committee.services@rochdale.gov.uk  



Report to Cabinet

Date of Meeting 27th February 2018
Portfolio Councillor Neil Emmott

Cabinet Member for 
Housing & Environment

Report Author Andrew Cowell
Public/Private Document Public

Objections to Traffic Regulation Order - Manchester Old Road, 
Middleton

Executive Summary

1.

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

Funding was provided by TfGM for the Council to introduce a route safety 
scheme along part of Manchester Old Road, Middleton between Heywood Old 
Road and Broad Street. The location was identified as a site of concern 
following a review of accident data. It was chosen as a site requiring treatment 
due to the high number of personal injury accidents. 

The introduction of new parking restrictions formed part of the measures 
identified to help reduce the incidence and severity of injury accidents along 
the route. Other measures included new warning signs, coloured surfacing, 
cycle lanes, central hatched areas, bollards and pedestrian guard rail. The 
majority of these measures have already been introduced as they do not 
require a traffic order.

The proposed restrictions were advertised between 9th and 30th March 2017. 
During the consultation period the Authority received eight objections and a 
petition against the proposal. The objections focus on the restrictions opposite 
Boothroyden Road.

The objections were presented before the Middleton Township Committee in 
June 2017. A decision was deferred pending further consultation with highway 
officers. Ward members visited the site themselves and decided that no 
additional parking restrictions should be introduced and that the proposal to 
move the centre line between Egerton Street and Bonny Brow should be 
removed. This decision was approved at Middleton Township when the report 
was resubmitted in August 2017. The report to Committee is included in the 
background papers.

As the proposals affect a strategic road, in accordance with Section 8.2-3 of 
the Scheme of Delegation to Township Committee, the matter must be 
referred to Cabinet for a final decision as Middleton Township Committee do 
not have the authority to ratify the decision.
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Recommendation

2. To determine whether the proposed Traffic Regulation Order, Borough of 
Rochdale ((Civil Enforcement of Traffic Contraventions) (Various Streets) 
(Middleton Township) Order 2008) (Amendment) (No.50) Order be 
implemented, as advertised, or as amended, or abandoned in light of the 
representations received, which were outlined in the report to Middleton 
Township Committee. It is the recommendation of Officers that the proposal 
be introduced as advertised or amended, with the preferred option for the 
proposal to be amended.

Reason for Recommendation

3

3.1

3.2

The introduction of new parking restrictions formed part of the measures identified 
to help reduce the incidence and severity of injury accidents along Manchester Old 
Road. When the scheme was devised, the predicted accident savings were 9.09 
over 5 years. The calculations assumed the introduction of the proposed 
restrictions. Therefore, if the restrictions are not introduced it is fair to assume that 
the forecasted accident savings would be reduced.

Manchester Old Road is a strategic road classified as the A 576. It carries an 
average of over 15,000 vehicles per day. Its primary function is to carry traffic from 
North Manchester to Middleton and vice versa. The Council is responsible for the 
road both in terms of traffic flows and road safety but has no duty in respect of the 
provision of on-street parking for residents. 

To aid the decision making process, working from west to east, each location 
identified for the introduction of new restrictions is discussed in detail below. The 
plan shown in Appendix A identifies each of the locations A to D. An image from 
each location is also shown.

Location A

On the westbound approach to the signals at Heywood Old Road the road is wide 
enough to accommodate two traffic  lanes, which are marked on site. However, 
existing restrictions on the south side of the road do not extend to the point where 
the two lanes are formed. Therefore, parked vehicles in this location prevent 
motorists from queueing for the full length of the two lane approach. This reduces 
the efficiency of the junction by restricting the number of vehicles able to pass 
through it in a westerly direction.
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Location B

Existing restrictions on the south side of Manchester Old Road at the junction of 
Lands End Road extend to a point 15 metres on each side. A parking lay-by is 
situated at a point 32 metres east of the junction. It is proposed to extend the 
restrictions up to the lay-by to increase visibility at the junction and to accommodate 
a proposed cycle lane. This will increase visibility further for motorists exiting the side 
road and prevent parked vehicles from obstructing the cycle lane. Without the 
restrictions, parked vehicles would lessen the sight line distance and cyclists would 
be diverted into the path of vehicles travelling in the same direction.
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Location C

On the south side between Egerton Street and Bonny Brow Street it is proposed to 
replace the existing daytime restrictions with 24 hour restrictions. Parking is 
permitted between 6.30pm and 7.30am but as parking is unrestricted on the north 
side, vehicles parked during these times results in a double parking arrangement. 
This prevents the two-way flow of traffic and presents a hazard to approaching 
traffic. This arrangement is not considered acceptable on a strategic road of this 
importance, both in terms of its restriction on the free movement of traffic and the 
hazard it may present. Further to this, the removal of parking on the south side would 
enable a parking bay to be marked out on the north side and the centre line offset 
slightly further south. This improved road marking design would help to guide drivers 
and influence their behaviour by better defining the road space, helping to control 
vehicular movements and parking. The lack of any further restrictions therefore 
renders the scheme incomplete and reduces its impact in terms of accident 
prevention.
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Location D

The proposed restrictions opposite Boothroyden Road were the focus of attention for 
the objectors. This is discussed in detail in the objection report provided as a 
background paper.
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Key Points for Consideration

4.

4.1

4.2

In considering the objections the Committee should be mindful that the only 
right the general public has on the highway is a right of passage along it. The 
Council, acting in its capacity as Highway Authority, have a duty of care to 
ensure the safety of the travelling public and a duty under the Traffic 
Management Act 2004 to maintain the expeditious movement of traffic. This 
should be considered in light of high casualty figures experienced by this 
relatively short stretch of highway.

Manchester Old Road is a strategic classified road and carries an average of 
over 15,000 vehicles per day.

If the restrictions are not introduced then the impact of the scheme and the 
forecasted accident savings will be lessened.
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Costs and Budget Summary

5. The cost of the proposed Traffic Regulation Order will be met by TfGM from 
the scheme fund.

Risk and Policy Implications

The Council has a statutory duty to ensure that its highways operate safely 
and efficiently, for all traffic including pedestrians.

6.

Consultation

7.

7.1

7.2

7.3

Consultation required by the Local Authorities’ Traffic Orders, (Procedure) 
(England and Wales) Regulations 1996 has taken place.

The Emergency Services, Transport for Greater Manchester, The Freight 
Transport Association and the Road Haulage Association were consulted on 
1st March 2017.

Notices of intention were posted on site and published in the local newspaper 
on 9th March 2017.

The objection period ran until 30th March 2017.

Background Papers Place of Inspection

8. None
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Report to Cabinet

Date of Meeting 27th February 2018
Portfolio Councillor Neil Emmott

Cabinet Member for 
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Report Author Andy Collins
Public/Private Document Public 

 Ashworth Road Landslide

Executive Summary

1

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

A section of embankment supporting Ashworth Road has failed and slid down 
the hillside. This has resulted in Ashworth Road being closed approximately 
300m north of Gelder Clough Caravan Park. Please see the plan in Appendix 
1 for more detail of the location

Further cracks and depressions are evident in the carriageway surfacing 75m 
south of the original landslide. The recent poor weather has caused this area 
to deteriorate rapidly and remedial works are required in this area to prevent 
further closures. This area has continued deteriorating and has now caused 
the carriageway to fail, effectively closing half of it. There are also large cracks 
forming within the adjacent field and these continue to widen and the field 
sinks.  

To the north of the closure there are only two alternative routes both of which 
are lengthy. In addition these routes are not designed for sustained usage by 
large vehicles and are themselves beginning to deteriorate. 

In order to ensure the community living and working in this area can access 
their properties it is vital that the length of Ashworth Road affected by the 
landslide is repaired as soon as possible. 

The landslide occurred without warning along a stretch of carriageway which 
does not currently have a structure located on it. Consequently as there is no 
funding available from Highway budgets for work of this nature we are seeking 
funding from the insurance reserve to enable works to proceed to support and 
reconstruct the length of Ashworth Road affected by the landslide.

An options summary report and an options technical report have been 
prepared and are included as Appendices 2 and 3 respectively.

The table in the Options Summary report identifies the design options 
considered, their costs, design life and time to construct.
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1.7 All of the options considered include provision of a comprehensive drainage 
system for a distance of 250m from the landslide area and a proposal to 
reduce the width of the carriageway in the area of the landslide to reduce 
vehicle loading on the edge of the embankment. As a result of the continued 
deterioration south of the landslide extensive carriageway repairs and 
remedial works to the affected field are included with each option.

Recommendation

2. It is recommended that Option 3: Pre-Cast Concrete Blocks with Structural Fill 
and a comprehensive drainage system along the affected length of Ashworth 
Road (250m) be selected and that £432,000 be allocated from the Insurance 
Reserve Budget to complete the works.

Reason for Recommendation

3.

3.1

This option offers a long term solution (120 year design life) that provides 
support to the collapsed section of highway and the proposed drainage 
system will channel water away from the steep embankment.
 
This solution provides the shortest construction time on site, thereby getting 
Ashworth Road opened as soon as possible.

Key Points for Consideration

4.

4.1

Whilst Ashworth Road is closed access to the north of the closure is either via 
Ashworth Road, from Edenfield Road, which includes narrow winding roads 
not ideal for large vehicles or vehicles towing caravans visiting the caravan 
park. The alternative route is via School Lane which again isn’t conducive to 
use by large/long vehicles. This road is in poor condition and the increased 
usage as a result of the road closure is accelerating its deterioration. 

Alternatives Considered
Please see the attached Summary Options report for the alternatives 
considered.

Costs and Budget Summary

5. The estimated cost to complete the work proposed is £432,000. This includes 
all design and supervision fees. It is proposed that the work is funded by the 
Insurance Reserve Budget.

Risk and Policy Implications

The Council has a duty under Section 41 of the Highways Act 1980 to 
‘maintain highways maintainable at public expense’ and a duty to ensure so 
far as is possible safe passage along a highway.

6.

6.1 There is a risk that by not acting quickly to repair the landslide and improve 
the drainage at Ashworth Road further lengths of Ashworth Road may 
collapse, potentially blocking access to properties within the area. 
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6.2 Continued reliance on inadequate diversion routes can lead to these routes 
becoming unsuitable to use, placing the users at risk of damage to their 
vehicles or danger to themselves.

Consultation

7. Consultation has taken place with senior managers of Highways and Finance 
to identify the most appropriate solution to the technical and financial issues 
raised by the proposed work. Councillors and members of the Public have 
been kept regularly updated on the proposals.

Background Papers Place of Inspection

None

For Further Information Contact: Andy Collins  
Andy.Collins@Rochdale.Gov.UK
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APPENDIX 1

ASHWORTH ROAD LANDSLIDE — LOCATION PLAN: ROAD CLOSURE AND LANDSLIDE
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ASHWORTH ROAD LANDSLIDE OPTIONS SUMMARY REPORT

1

APPENDIX 2

ASHWORTH ROAD LANDSLIDE – OPTIONS SUMMARY REPORT
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ASHWORTH ROAD LANDSLIDE OPTIONS SUMMARY REPORT

2

ASHWORTH ROAD LANDSLIDE – OPTIONS SUMMARY REPORT

Please refer to the Ashworth Road Landslide Technical Details Report for further information 
(Appendix 3).

Background

A landslide has occurred along the length of Ashworth Road identified on the attached plan. This has 
resulted in the loss of a 15m length of Ashworth Road making it impossible to pass in a vehicle and 
unsafe to pass on foot. The carriageway either side of the landslide is showing signs of movement. 

There is also evidence of movement south of the landslide with the carriageway and adjacent field 
beginning to sink and move. 

In order to maintain access along Ashworth Road a new retaining structure is required at the 
position of the landslide and for a suitable distance either side of it to support the remaining 
carriageway. Carriageway reconstruction is also necessary along the length of Ashworth Road to the 
South of the landslide.

Investigations indicate that a primary cause of the landslide is the lack of a drainage system in this 
area to channel water away from the exposed embankment. The options considered all include a 
new highway drainage system which will collect any rain water runoff and direct it away from the 
embankment.

The proposed new structure will be founded on siltstone bedrock, which has been identified as 
being present 3-4m below carriageway level.

The following summarises the Technical Report included as Appendix 3 of this Report.

Option 
Number

Proposed Work 
(All Options Include an 
extensive highway drainage 
system and narrowing of the 
carriageway) 

Design 
Life of 
the 
structure
(Years)

Estimated 
Costs
(£,000)

Estimated 
Construction Time
(Weeks)

1 Gabion Retaining Wall 60 421 35
2 Mini Piled Reinforced Concrete 

Slab
120 477 35

3 Pre-Cast Concrete Retaining 
Wall

120 432 25

4 Pre-Cast Concrete Retaining 
Wall with Masonry Facing

120 474 30
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APPENDIX 3

ASHWORTH ROAD LANDSLIDE – OPTIONS TECHNICAL REPORT
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ASHWORTH ROAD LANDSLIDE – OPTIONS TECHNICAL REPORT

Location: Ashworth Road, Norden, Rochdale.  National Grid Ref: SD 852 125.  Approximately 
5Km to the West of Rochdale and 1.5Km North of Heywood – 300m North of Gelder 
Clough caravan site.  

INTRODUCTION

Ian Farmer Associates were commissioned to undertake a site investigation to determine ground 
and groundwater conditions, and characteristic geotechnical parameters of the strata encountered.  
This was to enable RBC to gather detailed information to allow a design for remediation works at the 
Ashworth Road Landslip site. After the initial site investigation and laboratory test results an 
interpretive report was produced.   Four number  exploratory boreholes were carried out (two either 
side of the slip), CP01 and CP03 were cable percussion to a depth of 3.2m and 2.5m depth 
respectively and CPR02 and CPR04 cable percussion boreholes extended by rotary cored drilling to 
9.6m and 9.0m respectively.  Geotechnical testing was undertaken on the recovered cores.

The main findings of the interpretative report are summarised below:

MAIN FINDINGS OF INTERPRETIVE REPORT

1. No surface drainage present.
2. Geological records indicate site underlain by mudstone and siltstone bedrock of the Pennine 

Lower Coal Measures Formation.  No superficial deposits underlying the site, or to the West 
or East.

3. Ground conditions below the carriageway surface comprised sandy gravel to approx. 1m 
depth, overlying weathered mudstone and very weak and weak siltstone.

4. Water levels over a monthly monitoring period recorded between 2m and 5m depth.
5. Foundations in weathered mudstone may be designed based on a presumed bearing value 

of around 500kN/m2.  Foundations in siltstone may be designed based on a presumed 
bearing value of around 1000kN/m2.

6. Due to excessive amounts of vegetation on the slope, toe movement was difficult to 
determine, however, the nature of the failure would suggest the toe of movement to be 
around 1 – 2m below the carriageway level.  

7. Sequence of strata comprised road construction materials overlying coarse soils (sandy 
gravel), overlying weathered mudstone and siltstone bedrock.

8. Laboratory analysis recorded a pH value of 5.5, a soluble SO4  content of 0.05% and total 
sulphur content of 0.02%.

9. Below the coarse soil weathered mudstone between depths of 0.4m and 4.0m – described 
at worse as extremely weak and at best, very weak mudstone, locally silty and thinly 
laminated.

10. Siltstone bedrock was encountered at depths of 4.0m and also 3.0m (dependant on the 
borehole number).
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GEOTECHNICAL ASSESSMENT AND RECOMMENDATIONS SUMMARY

Ground movement has occurred along the length of Ashworth Road which has resulted in the 
cracking and movement of the carriageway, misalignment of the kerb lines, leaning of the fencing 
and loss of ground below the downslope side of the road.  This means that remedial work to prevent 
further movement is required.  Feasibility/Options for a retaining design must now be investigated 
by RBC Bridges and Structures Team.  It is anticipated that the foundations for the retaining 
structure should be within the weathered mudstone (bearing value of 500kN/m2) or siltstone 
bedrock (bearing value 1000kN/m2).  

On Monday, 11th December, 3 trial holes were excavated approx. 3m into the slip and 8 trial holes to 
the South East of the slip (where further movement has also been observed) to determine the 
location of the toe of the movement.  The hand dug trial holes could not confirm the level of the 
siltstone or the toe of the slip.  Continuation of the trial holes was carried out using a small excavator 
and sound siltstone was encountered at 3.3m and at 3.4 m below the carriageway surface. 

The bedrock encountered at this depth appears to be below the toe of the slip and to be a sound 
material to begin construction off. 

Chemical testing of the recovered cores indicated a high sulphate content. Based on these findings 
the buried concrete in the retaining structure will be designed using sulphate resistant concrete.

OPTIONS FOR DESIGN BRIEF BASED ON SITE INVESTIGATION FINDINGS AND INTERPRETIVE REPORT

Based on the findings of the site investigations and the interpretive report, 4 options have been 
identified. Each of the options will include the following:-

 All concrete designs must be sulphate resistant due to the ground conditions.  
 A comprehensive drainage system along this length of Ashworth Road. (250m length in total)
 Resurfacing of the carriageway affected by the reconstruction works including the area to 

the south of the landslide.
 Remedial works to the field adjacent to Ashworth Road exhibiting cracking and depression. 
 There is a large embankment on the opposite side of the carriageway; this will be 

investigated prior to the main works commencing to determine if temporary support is 
required during the construction process or whether the embankment has sufficient self-
support.

 Reduction in the carriageway from 5m to 3.5m in order to move traffic loading away from 
the edge of the embankment. Priority would be given to vehicles travelling up Ashworth 
Road (appropriate signage would be required).

 Inclusion for vehicle and pedestrian barriers along the steepest length of the embankment

OPTION 1: GABION RETAINING WALL 

Ground to be excavated to depth of 3.5m (approx. level of siltstone from report/investigation).  
Gabion baskets sized, 1.0mx2.0mx1.0m to be used and filled with 100-150mm sized granite stone. 
The wire mesh of the gabion baskets will be 5.0mm thickness to maximise the life expectancy of the 
structure.
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The gabion baskets have to be hand filled to avoid damaging the wire mesh baskets and will be built 
up in front of the carriageway/slip as a retaining structure.  In order to provide support to the 
embankment on either side of the landslip it is proposed that the length of the gabion wall is 50m.  

Bulk excavation works will be required to reach the firm siltstone which will be used as a foundation 
for the wall. Structural fill will be placed behind the gabion baskets and compacted in layers to 
create the formation onto which the carriageway can be constructed.

Design Life of Structure: 60 Years

Estimated Construction Period 35 weeks

Total Estimated Cost: £420,738.61  

Positives: This proposal has the lowest initial costs. Using gabions provides a stone faced type 
finish to the structure.

Negatives: Design life is 60 years, major repairs/replacement may be required after this. As the 
gabions require hand filling on site the length of time the construction works are on site will be 
prolonged.

OPTION 2: REGRADING OF THE CARRIAGEWAY WITH MINI PILES

Ground to be excavated to a depth below the location of the slip plane to ensure the mini piling rig 
isn’t sited on the slip plane when installing the mini piles. 

Mini piles (assumed based upon previous designs: 150mm diameter and 1/m2, total length 6m) to 
be cored to a depth of 3M into the siltstone bedrock.   A 500mm sulphate resistant concrete slab will 
be constructed and supported on the mini piles. Carriageway construction founded upon the 
concrete slab.

Design Life of Structure: 120 Years

Estimated Construction Period 35 weeks

Total Estimated Cost: £476,543.27  

Positives: This proposal has potentially the lowest impact on the existing area, with the majority 
of the excavated material being re-used within the works and the finished scheme will look similar 
to how the hillside looked before the slide.

Negatives: This is the most expensive solution, mainly due to designing out the risks associated 
with siting a piling rig on a slip plane whilst coring into the ground for the piles. A longer estimated 
construction period.  

OPTION 3:  SULPHATE RESISTENT PRE CAST CONCRETE BLOCKS WITH STRUCTURAL FILL 

Ground to be excavated to depth of 3 - 4M (approx. level of siltstone from report/investigation).  
Specialised sulphate resistant pre-cast concrete blocks (1.2m x 0.6m x 0.45m approx.) would form 
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the retaining structure and would be built up to carriageway and sub base level.  6N structural fill 
would be used behind the concrete blocks.

Design Life of Structure: 120 Years

Estimated Construction Period 25 weeks

Total Estimated Cost: £431,441.86  

Positives: This proposal is the least expensive when design life of the structure is considered. It 
allows the retaining wall to be constructed relatively in a shorter time on site than the other 
proposals.

Negatives: Upon completion the concrete wall will be left exposed on the embankment. 

Option 4: SULPHATE RESISTENT PRE CAST CONCRETE BLOCKS WITH STRUCTURAL FILL WITH 
MASONRY FACING

Ground to be excavated to depth of 3 – 4m (approx. level of siltstone from report/investigation).  
Specialised sulphate resistant pre-cast concrete blocks (1.2m x 0.6m x 0.45m approx.) would form 
the retaining structure and would be built up to carriageway and sub base level.  6N structural fill 
would be used behind the concrete blocks. Masonry facing to be included to the face of the exposed 
concrete wall.

Design Life of Structure: 120 Years

Estimated Construction Period 30 weeks

Total Estimated Cost: £473,242.86  

Positives: This proposal would provide the most aesthetically pleasing solution. It remains less 
expensive than the mini pile option and with double the design life of the gabion option. The 
estimated construction period on site remains lower than the other two options considered.

Negatives: Costs. 

RECOMMENDTIONS 

It is recommended that consideration be given to approving the pre-cast concrete block (Option 3) 
retaining wall proposal. This offers a long term solution that designs out foreseeable construction 
risks. This solution offers a shorter construction period allowing Ashworth Road to be re-opened as 
quickly as possible.

Ideally Option 4 with the masonry facing would be preferable, however this increases the estimated 
costs by £41,800 and budget constraints may mean this is not achievable.
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